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Fools Rush in Where
Neurologists Fear to Tread

D
uring a heated election campaign, politicians brace
for an “October surprise” that could tip the scales.
The recent congressional elections were no excep-
tion, with 11th-hour scandals involving Mark Foley,
Curt Weldon and John Kerry. But this year, neurol-

ogists got an October surprise too, courtesy of Rush Limbaugh.
The conservative talk-show host accused Michael J. Fox, who
stumped for Democratic candidates in favor of embryonic stem cell research, of
“acting” when he appeared on camera with visibly pronounced dyskinesia. “He is
exaggerating the effects of the disease,” Limbaugh told his listeners. “He’s mov-
ing all around and shaking and it’s purely an act. This is the only time I have ever
seen Michael J. Fox portray any of the symptoms of the disease he has.”
Limbaugh’s use of the word “portray” was clearly intentional, implying deceit.
Limbaugh concluded, “This is really shameless of Michael J. Fox. Either he did-
n’t take his medication or he’s acting. He is an actor, after all.”

The irony, of course, is that the symptoms on display were caused by medica-
tion use rather than the absence of it. So it goes when the medically uninformed
weigh in on subjects well beyond their expertise, and then politicize it. What’s
more disturbing, however, is the apparent resonance Limbaugh’s smear job had
with the public. According to a poll conducted by KCBS-TV in Los Angeles, 38
percent of the station’s viewers agreed that the ad looked “contrived.” Only 13
percent said it didn’t; the rest weren’t sure either way. That’s compelling evidence
of the abject lack of understanding of Parkinson’s disease among the general pub-
lic and their susceptibility to misinformation. 

As unsavory as the flap was, it was a media windfall for Parkinson’s disease
advocates. Hundreds of news organizations covered the story, and Fox’s commer-
cial received free airtime on everything from the network news broadcasts to
tabloid TV show Inside Edition to Good Morning America. They were even talk-
ing about Parkinson’s disease in unlikely venues such as Entertainment Weekly and
YouTube.com. The centerpiece of the coverage was a 20-minute segment on
CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360 that interviewed Fox and discussed the merits of
stem cell research in front of a prime-time audience. 

Neurological organizations should have seized the opportunity to correct the
record while the limelight was upon Parkinson’s, but curiously absent from the
coverage I saw were any statements or press releases by the AAN or the Movement
Disorders Society. I suppose it’s better to remain above the fray, but this was a PR
opportunity that could have been better capitalized on. No amount of public
service announcements can generate the intense interest of a pitched battle dur-
ing an election in which a polarizing talk show host goes up against a beloved
actor suffering from an intractable disease.

Throughout the controversy, Limbaugh was unrepentant. “Michael J. Fox can
say what he wants, and he can be wrong all day long, but he doesn't get a free
pass on having his wrong passed off as right.” Fox, when asked in his segment
with Anderson Cooper about possibly instilling false hope in people, said, “Hope
is what this country is about.” PN

                                                                                            


